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Ready to join the UK's leading family owned engine maintenance team where you can build on

the 35 years of trading and be part of the continued success?You'd be joining a company with

responsibility for more engines than anyone else in the North Sea, covering 192 on long term

service agreements, though we are not confined to just the UK, with partnerships across

the globe, particularly in the Middle East and Africa.As part of the team, you will be able to

extend your skills with OEM training through our dealerships (MTU, MAN, Geislinger) and

beyond thanks to other industry relationships.To support you in looking after these safety

and operationally critical engines, there will be a focus on a work to life balance as well as

full project, technical and commercial teams to deliver successful projects.In this Field Service

role to the oil and gas sector, you will need to be available to mobilise within 24 hours for

projects upto 21 days in duration when on call, but reimbursed with compensation days off and a

healthy holiday allocation to be taken when you want.If you have a passion for engineering,

especially reciprocating engines and a high attention to detail, Bartech Marine Engineering

continues to expand and we are looking for experienced, dependable engineers, helping us to

support our growing customer base in the oil and gas, marine, power generation and other

industries reliant on land based engine applications.Working from impressive facilities in

Colchester and Aberdeen and representing OEMs MTU, MAN, Baudouin and Geislinger

we are at the leading edge of engineering and need to add to our committed, enthusiastic and

friendly team to help us maintain the high standards our customers expect.Dealing with high

and medium speed engines old and new, across oil and gas, marine and land based

applications means you should relish the excitement (and sometimes challenges) that this
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mix brings.With customers working 24 hours a day, you will need to have the flexibility and

commitment to react to their needs.This role is home-based, and you need to be available to

travel nationally (or possibly overseas) or to the workshop when required.In return for your hard

work and commitment, you will be rewarded with competitive rates, with the chance for a

work/life balance and a great benefits package, as well as the opportunity to develop

yourself personally and professionally with OEM training and progression pathway.
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